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During rapid radical reactions in liquids, the nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectra of the reacting solutions 
often show emission and/or enhanced absorption lines 
which become absorption lines of normal intensities at 
the end of the reaction. We have observed such effects 
during thermal decompositions of organic peroxides 
and azo  compound^;*-^ similar observations have been 
made independently by Ward and L a ~ l e r ~ - ~  in respect 
to reactions of alkyl halides with lithium alkyls. The 
effects during the latter reactions have also been studied 
by Lepley, et al.'O* 

I n  all cases the nuclei which show abnormal inten- 
sities in their nmr transitions belong to the products of 
the reactions, and in most cases they had belonged to 
the reactants initially. The nuclei Y were thus 
originally with the parent compounds R-Y, then with 
the intermediate free radicals .R-Y, and finally with 
the product molecules R'Y. 

RY -+ OR-Y --+ R'Y (1) 
A qualitative explanation which describes why the 

nuclear spin state populations of the products R'Y may 
deviate strongly from the thermal equilibrium popula- 
tions so that emission or enhanced absorption occurs 
has been put f o r ~ a r d . ~ , ~  This explanation is based on 
the theory of the long-known physical effect of dynamic 
nuclear polarization (DNP) 12,13 as specified for nuclei 
of free radicals in s~ lu t ion . '~  According to this theory 
the nuclear spin states of free radicals may in fact be- 
come populated by relaxations due to magnetic elec- 
tron-nuclear interactions in such a way that the corre- 
sponding nmr transitions show emission or enhanced 
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absorption if the electron spin states of the radicals are 
equally populated. Further, the explanation3,* requires 
that during radical formation in chemical reactions two 
radicals with antiparallel electron spins are always 
generated simultaneously and that nuclei conserve their 
nuclear spin states during product formation from 
radicals. With these assumptions the electron spin 
states of the radicals are initially equally populated, the 
populations of the nuclear spin states are then changed 
by DXP, and the result of this change is subsequently 
observed in the nmr spectra of the product molecules. 

Since, according to this qualitative picture the effect 
of nmr emission and/or enhanced absorption during 
radical reactions is closely related to the physical effect 
of DNP, it has been named chemically induced dynamic 
nuclear polarization (CIDSP)  .3,* The similar and re- 
lated effect of optically induced dynamic nuclear 
polarization of molecules in the solid ~ t a t e ' ~ ? ' ~  and in 
solution'6 arising from DNP in their triplet states has 
also recently been discovered. In  this Account we 
summarize the main experimental results on CIDNP 
during thermal decomposition of peroxides and azo 
compounds. The present stage of the theory is pre- 
sented, and some potentialities and limits are discussed. 
Similarities of our results to the results of Ward and 
others are pointed out, but an account of their work will 
be published by Ward elsewhere. 

Results 

Solutions of peroxides or azo compounds were pre- 
pared at room temperature and transferred to the pre- 
heated probe of the nmr spectrometer. The spectra 
were then recorded repeatedly. Sometimes the tran- 
sient CIDNP effects were observed only when the re- 
action temperatures were so high that the reactions 
were complete in times shorter than the time required 
for spectra recording, Then a special recording tech- 
nique12 which consisted of combining the nmr spectrom- 
eter with a tape recorder, was applied. During the 
reactions the spectra were stored rapidly on the tape, 
and they were displayed afterward. 

As an example of emission, Figure 1 shows nmr 
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BpO 0.05M in Cyclohexanone 
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Figure 1. Nmr spectra during thermal decomposition of di- 
benzoyl peroxide. 

spectra during the decomposition of dibenzoyl peroxide 
(BPO) at  100" in cyclohexanone. At t = 0, immedi- 
ately after transfer of the sample to the probe, in the, 
phenyl proton region only the normal absorption lines 
of the BPO protons are observed. During the reaction 
these lines vanish and an emission line appears. I ts  
amplitude reaches a maximum after -4 min, then de- 
creases, and after -7 min the line reappears in absorp- 
tion, reaching a constant maximum amplitude at  the 
end of the reaction. From the line position and from 
product analysis the line is assigned to the protons of 
benzene molecules formed through hydrogen abstrac- 
tion from the solvent S by transient phenyl radicals. 

+ 2c02 (2) 
\-I 

0. + s - (o> + s* 

Thus the product benzene is formed with nonequilib- 
rium nuclear spin state populations. Other minor lines 
in the spectrum of products in Figure 1 are due to re- 
action products of solvent-derived radicals. 

The emission behavior of the benzene line can be 
stated in more quantitative terms from the results of 
the following experiment. The BPO decomposition 
was carried out in solutions containing paramagnetic 
ionsn3 As anticipated from the CIDNP explanation, 
the emission decreased with increasing ion concentra- 
tions because the ions cause relaxations of the free- 
radical electron spins and thus cause DNP to be 
avoided. For a concentration of 0.01 M ,  the benzene 
line appeared only in absorption, slowly increasing to 
the final absorption amplitude. Since in this case the 
formation of benzene is followed directly without the 
complications of emission, one can derive from the 

experiments with and without paramagnetic ions an 
experimental enhancement factor for the CIDNI' 

(3)  

where A0 is the absorption amplitude of the nonemitting 
benzene at the time where otherwise the emission 
reaches its maximum, and A* is the (negative) maxi- 
mum emission amplitude." 

At the various operating frequencies of the nmr 
spectrometers available, Vexptl was found to be - 2.9 
at  100 MHz, -8.5 at 56.4 MHz, and -20 at 40 MHZ 
for the benzene emission line. Recently similar low 
values of Vexptl were observed during photolytic de- 
compositions of BPO at room temperature a t  56.4 MHz.'* 
With other systems single transient emission lines were 
also found for the chlorobenzene formed during p -  
chlorodibenzoyl peroxide decomposition and for the 
benzene formed during diazoaminobenzene decomposi- 
t i ~ n . ~ , ~  I n  both cases Vexptl was of the same order of 
magnitude as given above, and the products were 
formed in reactions similar to ( 2 ) .  

During thermal decompositions of dialkyl per- 
oxide~,*,~ which have also been studied by Kaptein,lg a 
single emission line was observed for diacetyl peroxide 
in dimethyl phthalate at 100". For higher alkyl peroxides 
the transient spectra showed many lines, some of emis- 
sive, some of enhanced absorptive character. Some 
of the lines were due to olefins arising from dispropor- 
tionation reactions of the initial alkyl radicals (eq 4) , 

2RCHzCHz + RCH=CIIz + RCHzCH3 (4) 

and these show a particularly interesting feature. I n  
the multiplets of nmr transitions of a given set of 
protons both emission and enhanced absorption occur, 
and thus the populations of the spin states of these 
protons depend on the spin states of the other protons. 
This effect was previously observed by Ward and 
Lawler and also by Lepley during olefin formation in 
their special reactions.6-11 

Another case of the same effect is the transient nmr 
spectrum of CBsCHzCHBrC6H5 during reactions 5 
in solutions containing BPO, CBr4, and ~ t y r e n e . ~  At 

0 + CBrr - (o> Br CBr3 

* CBr3 + CH9=CHC6Ha -+ CBrsCH2CHCBH5 ( 5 )  
CBrsCHaCHCEHs + CBr4 -+ CBr3CHzCH (C&) Br + sCBr3 

56.4 MHz the nmr transitions of the methylene and 
methine protons are a doublet and a triplet, respec- 
tively. I n  the doublet the low-field component emits 
and the high-field component absorbs, and in the triplet 
the low-field component emits, the high-field compo- 

(17) More correctly, intensities should be inserted in eq 3. Ampli- 
tudes can be used if the line width is the same in both experiments; 
this was the case for benzene. 
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nent absorbs, and the intermediate component does not 
show appreciable CIDNP. 

The multiplet effect thus occurs for molecules with 
nonequivalent protons formed by disproportionation 
reactions (eq 4) as well as for molecules formed in 
abstraction reactions. Relative intensities of the com- 
ponents have been rationalized by Lepley;” they may, 
however, depend on reaction conditions. 

The features of CIDNP described so far also hold for 
the nmr spectra of products of azo compound decom- 
p o s i t i o n ~ . ~ ~ ~  Some results obtained during decompo- 
sition of a~obis(isobutyronitri1e)~ seem to be of special 
importance and are therefore given here in some detail. 
If azobis (isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) decomposes at  
100” in tetrachloroethane the main product, tetra- 
methylsuccinodinitrile, shows a single nmr line of the 
methyl protons which increases regularly without 
transient emission or enhanced absorption. If, on the 

I I I  
I 

CH3 CHs CHI 

CHa N=N CH3 -+ 2CHsC. + Nz -+ CH&-C--CH3 + Nr 

C!N AN (6) CN 

r3 I 
(!N CN 

other hand, the solution contains CBr4, one of the main 
products is a-bromobutyronitrile, and the methyl 
proton line of this compound does show CIDWP 
emission. Thus the combination product of the 

CH3 

I 
(7) 

CN 

CHI 8”” - + CBrl -+ CH3dBr 

AN 

cyanoisopropyl radicals (eq 6) is not formed with non- 
equilibrium nuclear spin state populations whereas the 
abstraction reaction product (eq 7)  is. In  this context 
it should be mentioned that some disproportionation 
products of cyanoisopropyl radicals which appear as 
side products also exhibit CIDNP.5 

Whether this and the other results given in this 
section may be generalized cannot yet be safely con- 
cluded since the amount of experimental information 
available up to now is quite limited. They may serve, 
however, as starting points for the theoretical discus- 
sion given below. 

Theory and Discussion 
For a formal treatment of CIDNP we have to calcu- 

late the populations, n k ,  of the product molecule’s nu- 
clear spin states, Ik), and the populations, Nik, of the 
eleotron-nuclear spin states, l i , k } ,  of the free radicals, 
where k refers to nuclear and i to electron spins, taking 
into account the time dependences of n k  and Nik  due to 
magnetic relaxations and the connections between n k  

and Nirc by chemical reactions. Differences of the nk 
are then proportional to the product nmr intensities, 
and thus theoretical enhancement factors of CIDNP 
can be derived. In  particular, radical formation 
populates j i ,k)  with rates r i k ,  and product formation de- 
populates l i , k )  with rates r l i k .  Further the populations 
of l i , k )  change with time, the rates being governed by 

relaxation probabilities ~ i k , ~ , ~ ,  connecting states l i , k )  
and l i’ ,k’} during the lifetime of the radicals. Follow- 
ing the usual treatment of spin lattice relaxation,12 and 
denoting by NOik thermal equilibrium populations, we 
thus have as total change of Nil,  per time unit. 

(Nois - N0i,v)  ] + r i k  - r l i k  (8) 

For the molecular states lk), on the other hand, the 
time dependence of ne contains rates, rk, of the produc- 
tion of molecules in states 1 k )  and relaxation terms con- 
necting lk) and lk’); thus 

I n  high-field approximation ( i l k )  = l i ) \ k ) ,  and if the 
assumption holds that the nuclei conserve their spin 
states Ik) during molecule formation 

re = rtik (10) 
i 

eq 8, 9, and 10 represent two general master equations 
for CIDNP. They can be solved in principle if the 
various parameters of relaxation and reaction rates are 
known. 

A formal solution of the master equations was given 
previously3 using the abbreviating Solomon equations12 
for the very simple case of a molecule having as a 
magnetic nucleus only a single proton and arising from a 
radical containing this same proton by an abstraction 
reaction. If contact hyperfine coupling in the radical 
is neglected, the energy levels of radical and molecule 
are as shown in Figure 2 ,  where the various arrows 
which connect the states indicate the relevant relaxa- 
tion and reaction paths. With the special assumptions 
(1) that all rtk are equal, that is, radical formation in 
spin-compensated pairs and neglect of any influence 
of nuclear spin states or spin state populations on r i k ,  

(2) that r’*k = (1 /7 )Nzk ,  which means depopulation of 
l i , k )  by first-order reaction with a universal mean 
lifetime of the radicals, (3) that the ~ , k , ~ , k ,  arise ex- 
clusively from intraradical electron-nuclear interactions 
besides an arbitrary pure electron spin relaxation wg, 
and (4) that reactions and relaxations achieve at  some 
instant a stationary state, which might be valid for the 
time of the CIDNP maximum, this solution is in terms 
of an enhancement factor of the nmr line of the 
molecules 

(1 + p ” ~ )  + 6 5 8 ~ 7  
n 

where TI = 1/220+ - is the nuclear spin lattice relaxation 
time for the product proton; r = T i k  is the total rate 
of radical formation at the time of steady state; n = 
j”Tc r’{k dt is the total number of molecules formed up 
to this time; and 
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Radical Molecule 

Energy levels of radical and product molecule. Figure 2. 

u = w+ +,- - - w+ -,- + 

P" = w+ +,- - + 2w+ +,- + + w+ -,- + + ws (12) 

P = w+ +,- - + 2w+ +,+ - + w+ - # -  + 

are combinations of relaxation probabilities of the free 
radical (see Figure 2 )  which are often used in DNP 
treatment.l2* l3 

It can easily be shown that in eq 11 the denominator 
of the expression in brackets is always positive and 
that in the numerator 658ur is the governing term for 
reasonable Values of T and W i k , i ' k ' .  Thus T/ can in 
fact be positive or negative, giving enhanced absorp- 
tion or emission CIDNP according to the magnitude 
and sign of u. For relaxation by dynamic scalar 
electron-nuclear interactions in the radical, u is nega- 
tivel2v and enhanced absorption will occur. For 
relaxation by dynamic dipolar interaction, u is posi- 
t i ~ e ' ~ , ' ~  and emission is possible. Thus eq 11 predicts 
the observed effects. Further, as is anticipated from 
the general picture (see introduction), eq 11 shows 
that, for r 4 0, V 4 0, and that, for 4 co, V = 0. 
I n  the first case no DNP develops in the radical be- 
cause of lack of time, and in the second the DNP 
decays in the radical before it is transferred to the 
product. Finally, eq 11 explains the frequency de- 
pendence of the CIDNP for the benzene emission since 
the Wik.i,k! decrease with increasing l3 and 
it allows for the influence of paramagnetic ions which 
make w. and p" the leading relaxation probabilities. 

Formal solutions of the master equations have also 
been obtained with the simple one-proton model for 
cases where the products are not formed by radical 
transfer in abstraction reactions but by combination or 
disproportionation using assumptions 1, 3, and 4, and 
substituting for the r'ik appropriate second-order rate 
terms. For combination and disproportionation we 
find that the magnitude of the CIDNP effect depends 
on the electron spin selection rules of the reaction. 

If two radicals always react regardless of their spin 
states (which means that both triplet and singlet en- 
counters lead to molecule formation), then the rates of 
depopulation 

are given by expressions 13 and CIDNP oocurs with 
eq 11 describing the enhancement factor. If, on the 
other hand, only singlet-type encounters lead to mole- 
cule formation 

r'ik = kNik N i . k .  (14) 
i t k i # i  

and the rate of radical disappearance from states [ i , k )  will 
not be pseudo first order in Nis and eq 11 will no longer 
hold. Instead here we find with a little algebra that 
the molecules should not show appreciable CIDRTP 
effects. 

This result can also be anticipated from the general 
explanation of CIDNP. If only singlet encounters 
lead to molecule formation, two radicals with paired 
electron spins always disappear simultaneously. Thus 
the over-all number of downward relaxation transitions 
in the free radicals which give CIDNP equals the over- 
all number of upward transitions (c f .  Figure 2 )  which 
cancel this CIDNP, and no net effect is observed.2° 

For comparison of theory with experiment, we now 
consider CIDNP for the special cases where molecules 
with only one set of equivalent protons are formed by 
radical abstraction reactions. It is easy to show that 
eq 11 should hold for these molecules if the radical 
precursors have the same equivalent protons. Thus 
eq 11 might be applicable to describe CIDNP during 
benzene and chlorobenzene formation if the influence 
of the proton added to the radicals in the abstraction 
reaction eq 2 is small and if we assume that in the 
phenyl radicals only the two equivalent ortho protons 
interact strongly with the unpaired electron. Inserting 
in eq 11 the parameters r ,  n, and r obtained from ex- 
periment and p", p ,  and u from calculations of relaxa- 
tion terms from radical structure, we in fact get en- 
hancement factors of the correct order of magnitude. 
For instance, for benzene during BPO decomposition 
we find Vtheor = -3 for 100 MHz, -14 for 56.4 MHz, 
and -20 for 40 MHz, whereas the experimental values 
were -2.9,  -5.5, and -20, r e ~ p e c t i v e l y . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

The difference in CIDNP for the abstraction and 
the combination products of the cyanoisopropyl 
radicals during AIBN decompositions can also be 
understood from theory. The abstraction product 
product shows CIDNP as expected, and the combina- 
tion product does not, probably because it is formed 
exclusively in singlet encounters. Another explana- 
tion of this lack of CIDNP, that the mean lifetime of 
the radicals is very small because the combination 
products were predominantly formed in a rapid cage 
reaction immediately following radical production, can 
be ruled out since at  temperatures lower than that used 
in our experiments (40-67' os. 110') the fraction of 
radicals escaping the cage was determined to be in the 
range of 40-6070.22-24 

(20) This cancelation of CIDNP during singlet-encounter radical 
combination or disproportionation was pointed out to these authors 
by K. H. Hausser, Heidelberg, in 1967. 
(21) The values of Vtheor given here differ from the values pub- 

lished earlier.a i n  recalculation, a value for TI was used which is 
considered to  be more appropr ia t~=.~*~ 
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Application of the theory to the disproportionation 
products of alkyl radicals, such as the olefins treated 
above, however, leads to two major difficulties. These 
are: the olefins show CIDNP and the multiplets of the 
nmr transitions of nonequivalent vinyl protons show 
emission and enhanced absorption simultaneously. 

The first result may be explained if the dispropor- 
tionation reactions occur without spin selectivity, so 
that triplet-state transition complexes are at least 
allowed. To our knowledge this has not been shown 
so far to be possible, although some remarks of Benson25 
may be understood to indicate triplet states during 
alkoxy radical disproportionation. 

Secondly, the multiplet effect, which however is not 
unique for disproportionation products, is still more 
difficult to understand. Even if the general master 
equations 8 and 9 are used and if the reaction param- 
eters and the relaxation terms are varied as far as at all 
reasonable, the effect is not revealed by the theory8rz6 
unless special assumptions concerning the populations 
of the free-radical states are introduced. These as- 
sumptions are that the rates of population of the elec- 
tron spin states li) in the radicals depend on the associ- 
ated nuclear spin states lk). If, for instance, in a 
radical with two nonequivalent protons the relation 

r+,++ = r _ , _ _  #r+,+- = r+,-+ = T - , ~ -  = r-,-+ (15) 

is obeyed by the rates of population, then the two nmr 
multiplets of a corresponding abstraction or transfer 
product could show the multiplet effect, the detailed 
features depending on the type of inequality in eq 15 
and on the type of electron-nuclear interaction in the 
radical. 

Though there seems no foundation for eq 15 avail- 
able a t  present, it  may be mentioned that this relation 
does not mean a buildup of net electron spin or nuclear 
spin polarization on radical formation. It does mean, 
however, that the esr spectra of the radicals should 
show simultaneously emission and absorption lines im- 

(22) C. Walling and V. P. Kurkov, J .  A m .  Chem. Soc., 89, 4895 
(1967). 

(23) G. S. Hammond, J. N. Sen, and C. E. Boozer, ibid. ,  77, 3244 
(1955). 

(24) P. D. Bartlett and T. Funahashi, ibid. ,  84, 2596 (1962). 
(25) S. R. Benson, A d v a n .  Photochem., 2, 1 (1964). 
(26) H. Metsler and H. Fischer, unpublished calculations. 

mediately after radical formation. This transient be- 
havior should be observable until electron spin relaxa- 
tion, for instance by electron-nuclear coupling, has 
lead to the normal thermal equilibrium, that is, during 
a time of low6 to sec after radical formation. 
Fessenden and S~huler ,~ '  and quite recently Smaller, 
et aZ.,28 have observed just such transient emission and 
absorption esr signals; thus eq 15 and the multiplet 
effect in CIDNP might be related to their findings. 

To  summarize these conclusions, it  is obvious that 
for CIDNP experiment and theory are both in only a 
preliminary stage. Much more experience and in- 
formation on the details of radical relaxation and on 
radical reactions, especially on the behavior and de- 
velopment of spin states, is needed before the effect can 
be completely understood. However C I D S P  may 
well be a valuable new tool for the investigation of 
these topics.20 
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(29) NOTE ADDED I N  PROOF. R.  Kaptcin (private mmmuiiicn- 
tion, to he puhiished) has considered an explanation for the multiplet 
effect in 'the nmr of abstraction products which is similar to  that 
proposed here. He also found a mechanism for the unequal popu- 
lation of the free radical states (eq 15) and for the esr emission 

I t  agrees with a tentative theory of these authors, and 
is based on spin state changes in intermediate radical pairs by the 
simultaneous action of hyperfine and exchange interaction. Thus 
for several abstraction reaction products the multiplet effect may in 
fact he caused by C I D S P .  For the disproportionation reaction 
products especially for those of alkyl halide-lithium alkyl radical 
reactions6-" a C I D N P  explanation of the multiplet effect is un- 
likely, however. Esr experiments on these systems (H. Fischer, to 
be published) show that  the lifetimes of the corresponding alkyl 
radicals are longer than the electron-nuclear relaxation times, thus 
the spin state populations are in thermal equilibrium before product 
formation occurs. I t  is suggested that  in these and similar cases 
the multiplet effect is due to spin state changes during radical en- 
counters similar to the ones responsible for the esr emission effert. 
For recent experimental examples on the multiplet effect see also: 
H. R.  Ward, R. G. Lawler, and R.  A .  Cooper, J .  Am.  Chem. Soc., 
91, 746 (1969); A. R. Lepley and R.  L. Landau, i b i d . ,  91, 748 (1969): 
.4. R. Lepley, ibid., 91, 749 (1969): A. R.  Lepley, Chem.  Commuir. ,  
G4 (1969). 
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It is known that processes which involve a change in weak. On the other hand, when these triplet molecules 
spin multiplicity proceed appreciably faster in the can collide with paramagnetic species a rapid quenching 
presence of paramagnetic materials. The lowest triplet occurs. Porter and Wright' have studied this triplet 
states of molecules containing light atoms can be very quenching by flash photolysis and found efficient 


